The world’s biggest problems can only be solved with the support of the people. People’s actions, choices and behaviors have the power to bring the change that we need today. The action plan is here, let’s get to work.

---

**IN MONGOLIA POST-2015 CONSULTATIONS**

- **2000 People participated in consultations**
- **4900 People contributed online**

**People’s Priorities**
1. Good Governance
2. Education
3. Environment

---

**IN 2015**

The world set global goals for people / planet / prosperity / peace and partnership.
1 in 3 Mongolians lives in poverty.

Major cause of air pollution in Mongolia is use of fossil fuels.

Temperatures have risen by 2.2 degrees.

What we need to achieve this?

Vision & Plans

Knowledge & Education

Innovation

Financing

How we can achieve this?

Governments

leading with plans

The private sector

financing, innovation & philanthropy

People

individual choices & actions

Parliaments

legislation & budgeting

Civil society

Awareness & community work
United Nation's Role 2017-2021

How UN is Helping?

Financing Arrangements

Capacity & Ideas

Public Awareness & Action

Evidence for Development Strategies

Generating Data for Monitoring & Evaluation

Alliance for Partnerships

SDGs into Plans

Global Linkages

Innovation
WE THE PEOPLE

social media

public events

HERE IS HOW UN SUPPORTS PUBLIC ACTION FOR SDGs

arts

engaging celebrities

unmongolia